ECG Complexity Predicts Outcome of Ablation for AF predict ablation outcome and compare them with known clinical predictors. Many different AF complexity parameters have been studied to predict rhythm outcome in different patient populations. However, in most of these studies, follow-up was limited or only 1 AF complexity parameter or lead was studied. 9 Because of this lack of standardization of advanced ECG analysis, the aim of this study was to compare different time and frequency parameters and determine which parameters and combination of leads provide the optimal outcome prediction. In a training set of patients with persistent AF undergoing CA, we determined the best ECG parameters for prediction of acute outcome (ie, termination during the index ablation) and SR after long-term follow-up. Secondly, we validated these parameters in an external ablation cohort of similar patients with persistent AF. Finally, we compared the identified AF complexity parameters with known clinical predictors of success for both acute and long-term outcomes after CA for AF.
Methods

Patient Populations
Training Cohort
We included 93 patients undergoing de novo stepwise radiofrequency CA for persistent AF between July 2004 and October 2007 at the Hôpital Cardiologique du Haut Lévêque, Bordeaux, France. Patients needed to be aged between 18 and 80 years and with AF for at least 1 month at the start of the procedure. The patients are a sample of consecutive patients in whom a digitally recorded 12-lead ECG on the day of ablation was available. The stepwise ablation protocol used was described in detail before. 11 After the procedure, a blanking period of 1 month was applied and repeat ablations were offered if a patient had a symptomatic or asymptomatic recurrence of a supraventricular arrhythmia. Patients received follow-up with 24-hour Holter monitoring at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months after each ablation. Between October 2011 and May 2012, all patients received additional 7 days of Holter monitoring to complete the follow-up. All patients gave written informed consent, and the study was approved by the institutional review board of the University Hospital of Bordeaux.
Validation Cohort
We validated the prediction models in an external cohort. The validation cohort consisted of 81 consecutive patients with persistent AF undergoing de novo sequential ablation between December 2006 and May 2009 at the University Hospital Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany, and presented for a second procedure for AF or atrial tachycardia recurrence. The ablation protocol used has been described in detail previously. 12 A digitally stored ECG at the day of the first procedure had to be available. Patients with SR, atrial flutter, or atrial tachycardia at the start of the procedure and patients with an ECG not suitable for analysis were excluded. Holter monitoring was performed every 6 months. This study was approved by the institutional review board. All patients provided written informed consent. In both the training and the validation cohort, the ECG data were collected and analyzed retrospectively.
End Points
In both cohorts, the primary procedural end point was the termination of AF without AAD or direct current cardioversion. Termination of AF was defined as conversion of AF into atrial tachycardia, atrial flutter, or SR. In both cohorts, the primary long-term end point was defined as freedom from any documented symptomatic or asymptomatic atrial arrhythmia (AF, atrial flutter, or atrial tachycardia) lasting >30 s after the last ablation procedure with or without AADs.
ECG Analysis
Surface ECGs were digitally recorded with a 1000-Hz sampling frequency during the entire procedure using an EP (electrophysiology) recording system (LabSystem PRO; Bard EP, Lowell, MA). A 60-s 12-lead ECG recording at the start of the procedure was exported for analysis, from which a 10-s ECG recording was selected for primary analysis. ECGs were filtered using a digital zero-phase band-pass filter between 1 and 100 Hz (third order Chebyshev, 20-dB stop-band attenuation) to remove baseline wandering and suppress high-frequency noise. Powerline interference, if present, was removed using a second order infinite impulse response notch filter, centered around 50 Hz. Ventricular signals were cancelled using a modified version of the adaptive singular value QRST cancellation. This method groups QRST windows before QRST template computation, using hierarchical clustering based on window correlation. 13 During QRST cancellation, the signals were temporarily upsampled to 2000 Hz to improve alignment of the QRST templates. Before the analysis, an additional 3-Hz high-pass filter was used to avoid interference caused by the (possible residual) T wave.
The parameters computed on the ECG covered both the frequency domain and the time domain. Frequency domain parameters included dominant frequency (DF), 14 organization index (OI), 15 and spectral entropy (SE). 15 Time domain parameters consisted of the mean fibrillation-wave amplitude (FWA) 16 and sample entropy (SampEn). 17 For the frequency domain parameters, a frequency power spectrum was estimated using Welch power spectral density estimate (3 segments; 4096 points; 50% overlap). The DF was defined as the frequency with the highest power between 3 and 12 Hz in this frequency spectrum. For the OI, the areas between the 2 largest peaks of the frequency spectrum were calculated using a 1-Hz frequency interval centered on each peak. The OI was defined as the ratio of the cumulative areas of these 2 largest peaks and the area of the entire power spectrum. To compute the SE, the spectrum was first normalized to produce a probability mass function, on which Shannon entropy was calculated to give an estimate of SE. For FWA, the mean amplitude of the extracted atrial signal was used. F waves were detected using peak detection with a minimal distance between 2 peaks of 100 ms and a zero crossing within each F wave. SampEn is a nonlinear regularity index. SampEn is calculated on the main atrial wave calculated by filtering with a 1-Hz band around the DF. The number of samples used for SampEn computation was 3 within a tolerance of r=0.35 times the SE.
Endocardial Signals
Endocardial signals were recorded from the left atrial appendage (LAA) and right atrial appendage (RAA) between ablation steps using a 10-pole circumferential mapping catheter (Lasso; Biosense-Webster, Diamond Bar, CA) or a quadripolar, irrigated tip ablation catheter (ThermoCool; Biosense-Webster). The signals were exported from the EP recording system and imported in custom-made MatLab
WHAT IS KNOWN
• A single catheter ablation procedure often fails to control persistent atrial fibrillation.
• Identifying patients who are likely to benefit is of interest.
WHAT THE STUDY ADDS
• Atrial fibrillation complexity and frequency parameters derived from the ECG are able to identify patients likely to benefit from catheter ablation.
• The F-wave amplitude is the most powerful ECG-derived predictor.
• Combining ECG-derived parameters with clinical predictors improves outcome prediction.
(R2013a; MathWorks Inc, Natick, MA) software. To preprocess the signals for robust DF measurements, we used the method suggested by Ng et al. 18 First, the endocardial signals were filtered using a 40to 250-Hz band-pass filter. The remaining signal was then rectified followed by a 20-Hz low-pass filter step. 18 On this filtered signal, a fast Fourier transform was performed to provide a power spectrum on which the DF could be calculated. These invasive recordings were compared with simultaneous ECG recordings.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS statistics 21 and MatLab R2013a. Continuous variables are reported as mean±SD or median and range. Continuous variables were tested for normality using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Comparison between groups was performed using a Student t test or a Mann-Whitney U test in the case of a bimodal end point; the latter test was for non-normally distributed data. Categorical variables are reported as number and percentage and are compared using the Fisher exact test. To build the prediction models, a forward stepwise logistic regression analysis with a 5-fold cross validation was used. Cross validation was performed to get unbiased estimates of the model fit in the training set. Only parameters with a univariate P value ≤0.10 were included in the models. For validation of the models, we used the same parameters and coefficients as identified in the initial training set. Correlations between endocardial and surface DF are calculated using Pearson's correlation. Differences between ablation steps in patients with rightsided ablation are calculated using repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. A P value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results
The training set comprised 93 patients. In 75 patients (81%), the procedural end point of AF termination was achieved, and 72 patients (77%) were in SR at the end of the median followup period of 6 (5-6.7) years with a median of 2 (1-3) procedures. The validation cohort consisted of 81 patients, and AF terminated in 46 patients (57%). In 62 patients of the validation cohort, long-term follow-up data were available. After a median follow-up of 4.6 (4.3-5) years and 2 (2-4) ablations, 38 patients (61%) were in SR. The study overview is presented in Figure 1 , and the baseline characteristics of both cohorts are provided in Table 1 . 
Prediction of AF Termination During Ablation
The best clinical predictor of the procedural end point was the duration of the current AF episode. Univariate differences between the patients with and without AF termination for both cohorts are presented in Tables I and II in the Data Supplement. The cross-validated prediction model with only clinical parameters had a mean area under the curve (AUC) of 0.75±0.16 containing the duration of the current AF episode and left atrial diameter. Figure 2 shows an example of lead V1 and the corresponding power spectrum of 2 patients. In the patient on the left, AF terminated during the procedure and long-term success of the ablation was achieved. In the patient on the right, neither acute termination nor long-term success could be achieved. Note the higher FWA, higher OI, and lower DF in the patient with success of CA. The ECG parameter providing the best prediction was the FWA. Logistic regression analysis allowing combination of different ECG parameters resulted in a model with a mean AUC of 0.76±0.15 containing FWA in lead aVR and the DF in lead aVF. Combining both ECG and clinical predictors revealed a model with a mean AUC of 0.79±0.13 containing FWA in lead aVR and the duration of the current AF episode. The predictive value of these models did not differ significantly. The models identified in the training set predicted acute outcome in the validation cohort with an AUC varying from 0.60 to 0.72. Table 2 provides a complete overview of the models. Interestingly, the model based on ECG parameters had a higher predictive value (0.72) than the one based on the clinical predictors (0.60).
Prediction of Long-Term Arrhythmia Outcome
The univariate differences for the long-term outcome are presented in Tables III and IV lead V6 with a mean AUC of 0.69±0.13. The combination of these parameters predicted long-term SR with a mean AUC of 0.71±0.12 (not significantly higher). These models predicted long-term SR in the 62 patients in the validation cohort although the predictive value was lower than that in the training cohort (Table 2) . Table 3 represents the prediction models for long-term outcome incorporating data from the electrophysiological procedure. Including the procedural end point (acute AF termination) in the long-term prediction models improved these models in both the training and validation sets.
Correlation Between Endocardial Recordings and Corresponding Surface Leads
To investigate to what extent the ECG parameters measured noninvasively reflect the electrophysiological properties measured invasively, we correlated noninvasive DF with the activation rate in the right and left atria. In 54 patients of the training cohort, surface ECG recordings could be compared with simultaneous RAA recordings and in 51 patients with LAA recordings. Figure 3 shows an example of the DF in the right and left atria and on the surface leads V1 and aVL. In this patient, the activation frequency was higher in the right atrium than in the left atrium. These frequencies corresponded well to the frequencies in the leads V1 and aVL. Overall, the LAA DF showed a significant correlation with all surface leads, but the correlation was the strongest with lead I (r=0.733; P<0.001). In contrast, the RAA DF showed a highly significant correlation with lead V1 (r=0.870; P<0.001). The correlation coefficient decreased toward the leftward precordial leads as shown in Figure 4 .
Complexity Parameters During Ablation
To investigate how local changes of the AF cycle length and AF complexity alter the ECG parameters in various leads, we studied the behavior of the DF and FWA during CA. In 60 patients of the training cohort, ECGs were available for analysis after every ablation step. If AF terminated during a step, we examined the last ECG before termination. Overall, the DF decreased during every subsequent step. Figure 5 shows a representative Table V in the Data Supplement) . Interestingly, not all leads behaved in the same way. In the 11 patients who needed right atrial ablation, overall, the DF in lead V1 decreased significantly during ablation. However, the DF decreased only after pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) and right atrial ablation but not after left-sided ablation ( Figure 6 ). In contrast, the DF in lead V6 decreased during left-sided ablation steps but did not further decrease during right-sided ablation. In most leads, there was a significant difference between the FWA before and at the end of the ablation (Table VI in the Data Supplement). Also in the case of FWA, left and right-sided ablation differently affected the ECG leads. In patients with right atrial ablation, the FWA in lead V1 increased first after PVI and decreased thereafter, although not significantly. FWA in lead V6 decreases significantly during ablation and was affected most by PVI and left atrial ablation (P=0.001; Figure 6 ).
Discussion
This study shows that ECG-derived AF complexity parameters predict success of CA in patients with persistent AF. Their predictive performance in the training cohort is at least as good as previously identified clinical predictors. The best noninvasive AF complexity parameter for the prediction of both AF termination and long-term success is the FWA. The results could be successfully validated in an external ablation cohort supporting their general relevance for prediction of outcome in patients undergoing CA.
Outcome Prediction Using Various ECG AF Complexity Parameters
This study shows that a low FWA indicates a less favorable ablation outcome. A low FWA can be caused by an increase in heterogeneity in the atrium, for example, because of a higher number of waves and breakthroughs in patients with complex AF. 19 This increased heterogeneity leads to more cancellation and hence the lower F waves. The predictive value of FWA for termination of persistent AF by ablation has been described before. 16, 20 However, these previous studies focused on lead V1 and did not provide a comparison with other AF complexity parameters or other leads. Furthermore, ECG analysis was done manually. An advantage of automated ECG analysis is that it enables analysis of smaller F waves in, for instance, lead V6 where manual FWA analysis is hardly possible. Furthermore, automated analysis might prevent a bias potentially introduced by choosing large and easily identifiable F waves. This may also explain the slightly lower FWAs in our study in comparison with manually analyzed F waves. 16, 20 In line with 1 small previous study, our data show the importance of incorporating all available surface leads, including leftward orientated leads, despite their less favorable signal/noise ratio. 21 We studied a wide variety of time and frequency parameters and their predictive value. DF is the most frequently studied parameter in this respect, and as in our cohort, patients with a lower DF or longer atrial fibrillation cycle length have a more favorable rhythm outcome. [22] [23] [24] SE and OI are calculated based on a larger part of the frequency spectrum than only the DF peak and, therefore in theory, could more reliably reflect disorganized electric activity. These parameters that measure the regularity or organization of the frequency spectrum, however, seemed to have limited predictive performance. They have been used to predict ablation outcome in a limited number of studies. In 1 study, stability of the frequency spectrum predicted AF termination during the ablation and freedom of atrial arrhythmias after a limited follow-up of 3 months. 25 SampEn has not been used to predict ablation outcome before. In our study, SampEn showed a low predictive value.
Most importantly, we showed that a model, including AF complexity parameters, predicted acute and long-term outcomes not only in 1 specific cohort but also in a persistent AF patient cohort in a different center.
Correlation Between Invasive and Noninvasive Parameters for Fibrillatory Rate
To confirm that the ECG accurately reflects the electrophysiological properties of the fibrillating atrium, we directly compared simultaneous endocardial and ECG recordings. We demonstrate that the DF in the LAA correlates best with leftward leads on a standard ECG, such as lead I, aVL, or V6. Vice versa, DF in RAA correlates best with rightward leads, such as V1. Figure 3 shows results in a patient with a frequency gradient. Both the left and right atrial frequencies can be determined from the surface ECG. The highest peak in lead V1 equals the atrial frequency of the RAA, whereas the DF of aVL reflects the atrial frequency in the LAA. This finding further supports the notion that the electric information in individual leads may reflect the electric properties in different areas of the atria (left versus right), which may be useful for our understanding of the mechanisms of AF in individual patients. 26, 27 
Evolution of the ECG During Stepwise Ablation
If the ECG leads reflect activation frequencies in specific regions in the atria, the ECG should respond to local ablation Figure 5 . Five-second atrial signals recorded on leads V1 and I of a patient during subsequent ablation steps. The atrial signal organizes during these steps. The corresponding frequency spectrums show that the highest DF is present before ablation and it decreases gradually during the ablation indicated by the blue, red, and green lines in the frequency spectrum. LA indicates left atrium; and PVI, pulmonary vein isolation.
steps, which have been demonstrated to change the atrial fibrillation cycle length nearby the ablation site. Overall, we found a decrease in DF during the ablation. Importantly, the extent of the decrease was clearly related to the location of the ablation. In patients undergoing ablation both in the right and the left atrium, there was a trend toward a larger effect of left atrial ablation on DF in V6, whereas the right atrial ablation had a larger effect on lead V1. This is consistent with a preferential prolongation of atrial fibrillation cycle length in the ablated area.
F waves are higher in patients in whom AF terminated during ablation, and SR during long-term follow-up was achieved. Therefore, a higher FWA might reflect a more organized AF pattern as discussed before. Because of the increasing organization of AF during ablation, we expected that FWA would increase during the ablation. Surprisingly, this was not the case. There was even a trend to a decrease in FWA. Also, here it is important to note the behavior of different leads. In lead V1, the FWA showed a slight increase after PVI but decreased during the subsequent ablation steps. The decrease was most pronounced after right-sided ablation. The FWA in lead V1 might have increased after PVI because of abolition of leftward oriented F-wave vectors after PVI, that is, vectors pointing away from V1. In lead V6, there was even a significant decrease in FWA with the largest contribution by left-sided ablation. The decrease in FWA during CA might be because of electric isolation of atrial tissue from the rest of the atrium during the procedure, thereby reducing the atrial mass contributing to the generation of F waves. The hypothesis that the FWA decreases because of the decrease in atrial mass is supported by studies investigating P-wave alterations during CA, with most of these studies reporting a shortening of the P-wave duration and decrease in P-wave area after CA as an indicator of a decreased atrial mass. 28, 29 
Comparison With Clinical Predictors
New predictive markers for outcome are only useful if they outperform existing clinical markers that are easy to assess or if in combination with existing predictors, the outcome prediction can be improved. For this reason, we compared the predictive performance of our ECG markers with known clinical parameters of favorable rhythm outcomes, such as a shorter AF duration and a smaller left atrial diameter. 4, 5, 7, 8, 30 Also, we showed that adding ECG parameters to known clinical parameters improves prediction. The prediction of success of CA using a combination of AF complexity parameters proved to be at least as good as the prediction using known clinical parameters. Although the duration of the current AF episode is an important parameter for outcome prediction, it can be difficult to assess because of the asymptomatic or slightly symptomatic nature of some AF episodes. Our study demonstrates that using objective ECG parameters may serve as a reasonable alternative for outcome prediction in the setting of CA in persistent AF.
Added Value of AF Termination During Index Procedure as a Predictor of Long-Term Outcome
As shown in Table 2 , the predictive value of both clinical and ECG parameters is higher for the prediction of the acute rhythm outcome than that for the long-term outcome. It is not surprising that (electrocardiographic) properties of the present AF episode are related more robustly to acute outcome of the index ablation than to the rhythm 5 years later. Still, the electric complexity before the index ablation predicted success in the long term. Recently, several studies identified termination of AF during the index procedure as a predictor of long-term maintenance of SR, suggesting that terminating AF may serve as an appropriate procedural end point. 5, 6 Indeed, the current data demonstrate that adding information about success of the first procedure substantially improved long-term prediction.
Clinical Implications
Although in paroxysmal AF, success of CA can be obtained in a high percentage of patients, in persistent AF, success rates are lower. The noninvasive atrial complexity parameters identified in this study may provide a useful tool to identify those patients with (long standing) persistent AF who likely benefit from CA and others in whom CA is less likely to be effective. Implementing ECG complexity together with other predictive parameters in an individualized stratification model could potentially prevent ablations in patients with a low chance of success during follow-up and thereby avoid unnecessary procedural risks. Alternatively, if a rhythm control strategy is still preferred in patients with a high AF complexity, more aggressive ablation regimens, such as extensive radiofrequency ablation or a hybrid surgical ablation, should be chosen as a first treatment option. 31 The FWA was identified as the complexity parameter with the highest predictive value for both acute AF termination and long-term success. This parameter is both intuitive and easy to calculate from the ECG leads and could be implemented in clinical practice without large obstacles.
Limitations
Although this is the largest study so far investigating the predictive value a variety of ECG-derived complexity parameters in a population undergoing CA, the study population was still of limited size. Also, there is some evidence that alternative lead placement provides additional information about the fibrillatory process. However, in this study, we were limited to the standard 12-lead ECG and therefore not able to investigate whether a different lead placement improves prediction. For direct comparison between invasive and noninvasive complexity parameters, we were limited to the LAA and RAA measurements. Usually, the appendages have less complex electrograms than other locations in the left and or the right atrium. For this reason, we did not compare invasive complexity parameters, such as fractionation with the noninvasive parameters of complexity. As we used Holter monitoring for rhythm follow-up, we may not have detected some self-terminating episodes of AF. However, no persistent recurrence was documented in patients booked as SR. Also, we did not have specific information about the patients' AAD therapies other than amiodarone. AADs and upstream therapy medication may influence the atrial remodeling process and suppress recurrences and thereby have affected our prediction models. Furthermore, we did not include the possible predictive value of blood biomarkers in our study. There is evidence that elevated cardiac biomarkers, such as B-type natriuretic peptide or markers of inflammation, predict ablation outcome. 32, 33 Also, the possible predictive value of single-nucleotide variants as shown before was not included in this study. 34 Follow-up data in the validation cohort were available in only 77% of the patients. However, baseline characteristics did not differ between those patients and patients with complete follow-up. We were unable to study the relationship between ECG complexity parameters and effects of different sets of ablation lesions because the latter was not randomized that precluded an unbiased assessment. Finally, data from follow-up ablations are useful to analyze the mechanisms of arrhythmia recurrence and to correlate these mechanisms to AF complexity. However, data on follow-up ablations was too limited. Future research should address these research questions.
Conclusions
ECG-derived complexity parameters provide reliable information on the electrophysiological properties of the fibrillating atrium and can predict both acute termination of AF during CA and success of rhythm control during long-term followup. The predictive performance of ECG-derived parameters is at least as good as known clinical predictive parameters. Complexity analysis of the standard 12-channel ECG may help to identify patients in whom CA is likely to be effective and also those patients in whom SR cannot be maintained even after several CA procedures.
